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Developing “Academic Literacies”
• Critical thinking; definition of problem in science
• Critical reading, analysis, synthesis; strategic
literature searching
• Communication of ideas; avoiding plagiarism
through proper citing and referencing
• Critical review of peers’ writing; providing
specific, constructive, respectful feedback

Solution: E-Journal Project
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Embeds analytical
skills through trueto-life experience
of scientific
communication
Motivates through
lure of publication

Multifaceted – 3 Key Aspects
1. Electronic journal
2. Customized, “just-in-time” workshops,
tutorials, one-on-one consultations
3. Assessment rubrics

1. Electronic journal
• Created by course instructor & librarian
• Uses “open access” software (OJS)
• Hosted by U of G Library
http://davinci.lib.uoguelph.ca

 Full, online journal functionality, including
double-blind peer review & document mgt

Process (During Semester)
• Students define own topic
– approved by faculty

• Research, write and submit manuscript
• Participate in double-blind, peer review
process (also reviewed by three instructors)
• Edit their own papers as per reviews
and resubmit to journal (grading)

In Following Semester
• Successful authors meet with Science
Writing Consultant to improve
manuscripts (1-2 hr/student)
– Writing Services expert

• Final review
– Editorial Advisor and Editor-In-Chief

• Papers published

Intentional Support for Learning

2. Just-in-Time Workshops (4 hrs)
• Strategic literature searching
– Tools, strategies, evaluation of sources

• Critical reading of scientific papers
– “Anatomy” of a journal article
– Approaches to review if t = 5, 30, 60-120 min.

• Features of good academic writing
• Effective peer review
– Evaluative criteria, content and expression

Intentional Support for Learning

3. Assessment Rubrics
•
•
•

Tailored to needs of course and
preferences of instructors
Define performance that is below,
meets, and exceeds expectations
Two rubrics:
1. Peer review
2. Students’ final manuscript

Peer Review Rubric (7.5%)
# Reviews

Content
of Review

Communication
of Ideas in
Review
Adapted from Journal of Library Administration 50:396, 2010

Writing Rubric Dimensions
Content & Expression
• Topic & length
• Organization
• Argumentation
• Use of English
• Academic writing
= 15%

Citing & Referencing
• Sources
– Number & type
– Quality

• Citation
– Each source cited
– Style used correctly

= 7.5%

Adapted from Journal of Library Administration 50:393, 2010

Adapted from Journal of Library Administration 50:394, 2010

Students’ Comments
“My first experience in reading primary literature –
I feel comfortable in reading it now.”
Grant Walters
“The feedback, especially from the science writing
consultant, was enormously helpful. I felt as
though we were being held to very high standards
for 1st year writers, and I really enjoyed that.”
Edward Kim

Students’ Comments
“I have nothing but good things to say about the ejournal project…I learned a lot about how to effectively
search for information; especially how to sift through
vast amounts of detailed information and pull out the
key points…The skills learned and knowledge gained
from the entire process have been very helpful to me in
many of the classes that I have taken since.”
Joshua Fisher

Possible in YOUR Context?
Requirements
• Subject experts
• Information specialists
• Software
• Technology support
• Writing, learning and
instructional dev’t support

Resources
 Faculty
 Librarians
 OJS* is free
 Digital librarians
CCS support
?

*Open Journal Systems: http://pkp.sfu.ca/?q=ojs

Questions & Contact
PEGGY A. PRITCHARD
Learning & Curriculum Support Librarian
McLaughlin Library 279
University of Guelph
Guelph, ON, N1G 2W1

(519) 824-4120 x 54626
ppritcha@uoguelph.ca

"The Embedded Science Librarian: Partner in Curriculum Design & Delivery”
Journal of Library Administration 50:373-396, 2010.
http://pkp.sfu.ca/?q=ojs
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http://davinci.lib.uoguelph.ca
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